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Introduction
Due to the outbreak and unprecedented global expansion of Covid-19, alternative
forms of training provision have become essential.
Use of online and virtual platforms: Many countries are encouraging and supporting
VET providers in making use of distance-learning tools wherever possible to ensure
the continuity of the learning process. However, even with the increased use of
technology, distance learning cannot completely replace in-person training, or indeed
WBL, which requires the physical presence of apprentices on site to simulate real life
workplace situations. Nevertheless, in the absence of physical training it can help
learners to remain engaged and continue to make progress in their studies. Lastly, the
efforts of online delivery and communications can enhance one-to-one digital and
real-world interactions between learners, mentors and employers.
The Factory e-test is the first step towards a complete pathway dedicated to the
transversal competences required in an industry 4.0 environment.

I.

FACTORY e-test
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The FACTORY project and digital tools target EQF levels 4 and 5 IVET and CVET learners
attending education/training in the fields related to manufacturing industry.
The FACTORY e-test has been developed with Articulate 360 software and is available
from the website of the project: https://www.eufactory4.org/ (results page) which
will stay available for some years after the end of the project and also from some elearning platforms depending on each partner.
France - IFPRA DE NORMANDIE : https://moodle.e-greta.fr/login/index.php
Contact: Europe-gipfcipåc-normandie.fr
The United Kingdom - GLASGOW CLYDE COLLEGE : CANVAS
Poland - 36.6 COMPETENCES CENTRE :
Finland - OMNIA :
If you choose the use of the e-test uploaded from a partners platform, it may be
necessary to ask for credentials in order to have access to the educational resources.
A. Objectives of the e-test
The FACTORY e-test aims to help manufacturing employees through handson/practical experience to achieve the following objectives:
-

Adapt to a new manufacturing environment taking into account the
digitalization which generates changes in their company,
Enhance their transversal competences so that they get a better
understanding of the changes occurring,
Foster their contribution to the changes,
Avoid any difficulties in implementing new methods

By assessing their level of knowledge and then devising a customized pathway.
The e-assessment tool is designed to define, for each student and/or worker and/or
operator, the gaps to be filled, regarding his/her knowledge related to industry 4.0, to
allow him/her to perform high quality standard operations in the context of a
digitalized manufacturing process.
Through this method, we wish to support companies so that they can anticipate skill
s needs and train their teams in order to keep their level of competitiveness
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The e-test has been built upon the 11 functions of MES (Manufacturing Execution
System):
1. Collecting data
2. Sequencing of operations
3. Human resources management
4. Resources management
5. Products flow
6. Traceability of products
7. Quality control
8. Processes management
9. Performance analysis
10. Technical documents management
11. Maintenance management

B. Navigation
While opening the e-test, the user will have access to a short description of the eassessment tool.

The student can move from one slide to the other by clicking on the arrow located at
the bottom and right-hand side of the screen.

Right arrow to move forward/Left arrow to move backward and come back to the
previous slide.
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After the introduction, the first page to appear is the list of contents. According to the
program allocated, the user clicks on the unit he/she wishes to start. There is no need
to start from the first unit, you can take the units randomly.

The e-test has been devised in order to be flexible and adaptable to the profile of the
users, the different assignments carried out by the students in their professional life.
Each unit can be taken independently or combined with others according to needs.
There is no minimum number of units to follow.
Each unit comprises:
-

an introduction to highlight the goal of the e-test and the knowledge tackled.
several types of questions such as: multiple choice questions (with one or
several possible answers), true/false, reordering, association of words, drag
and drops.

For each question, the answer selected by the student has to be validated by clicking
on the « tick » sign, at the bottom right hand side of the screen.
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C. The Units of Learning Outcomes
This online tool is backed up by the curriculum devised by the partnership comprising
10 units of learning outcomes:
-

U1
U2
U3
U4
U5
U6
U7
U8
U9
U10

Basic Digital Training
Collaborative Work
4.0 Technologies
Systems Analysis
Production Planning General Overview
Production Flow Management & Flexibility
Shop Floor Organization Techniques
Resource Management
Continuous Improvement
Metrology Basics, Data Collection

Each learning unit includes 4 - 14 learning micro-modules.

Unit 1 : Basic digital skills
With this part of the e-test, the user will assess his/her knowledge about basic digital
skills which are pre-requisites in order to understand what Industry 4.0 is and also to
implement industry 4.0 processes and solutions. This test will cover the following
topics: emailing, scanning and storing, social media, distance meeting, digital services,
copyrights, data storage and basic concepts linked to an industrial environment.
Number of micro-modules: 8
Number of questions: 18
Approx. duration: 10 minutes

Unit 2: Collaborative work
Basics of Human Resources Management (HRM) and Soft Skills. Skill s associated with
this unit deals with collaborative Working Environment (CWE), Methods and Tools,
coordinate roles and tasks of different teams for the benefit of common project goals
on one-hand and individuals / organizations on the other.
Number of micro-modules: 12
Number of questions: 56
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Approx. duration: 30 minutes

Unit 3: 4.0 technologies
Industry 4.0 is the basis for digitization and networking. With the increasing saturation
of information and communication technologies in industrial manufacturing, the real
world is merging with the virtual world. Machines, people and processes are
networked and all essential information is processed in real time.
Number of micro-modules: 10
Number of questions: 18
Approx. duration: 10 minutes

Unit 4: Systemic analysis
This unit assessment is designed to examine the candidate in the understanding of all
types of technical representations of systems from the industrial environment by
combining them with observations of the product in its reality. It will cover temporal
analysis, functional chain, production flow chart, company chart.
Number of micro-modules: 5
Number of questions: 10
Approx. duration: 7/8 minutes

Unit 5: Production planning general overview
This unit assessment is designed to examine candidates in the understanding in the
principles of planning and production control to improve production techniques and
in the efficient use of plant and traceability of items within a manufacturing facility.
The assessment is aimed principally at assessing candidates who currently work at
incorporated engineer level in a manufacturing environment (or who intend to work
at this level in such an environment). However, the assessment may also be
undertaken by candidates who have an interest in the general field of manufacturing.
Number of micro-modules: 10
Number of questions: 22
Approx. duration: 15 minutes

Unit 6 : Production flow management and flexibility
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The assessment will test the ability of the candidate to understand and explain the
principles of production planning and control as well as his/her ability to schedule,
prioritize and manage individual work s orders to meet global planning requirements.
It will focus on the different types of production, production basics and production
scheduling.
Number of micro-modules: 4
Number of questions: 15
Approx. duration: 10 minutes

Unit 7: Shopfloor organization techniques
This unit assessment covers the competences required to apply a systemic approach
to continuously making improvements to the workplace organisation. It involves
assessing the coordinating and applying the principles and techniques of workplace
organisation (such as 5S or 5C). The trainee will need to consider the work area and
its activity, to determine where information, materials, tools and/or equipment are
missing or require a new location and what improvements to the area or activity could
be made to successfully complete the assessment. Trainees will be assessed on
standard operating procedures and controls for the work area, which over such things
as producing shadow boards to standardise the storage and location of area
equipment, colour coding of equipment, cleaning and maintenance of equipment,
production operations, and health and safety.
Number of micro-modules: 8
Number of questions: 25
Approx. duration: 20 minutes

Unit 8: Resources management
This Unit assessment is designed to examine candidates in the understanding the
concept of performance management and manage individual performance.
Candidates will be assessed on their awareness of the various processes involved and
how elements can be integrated. To successfully complete the assessment, the
candidate should be able to assess the: Process of performance management, Reviews
and plans for individual performance, Management of individual performance,
Identification of Customer Values, EDI Policy, Resource Objectives and Supply Chain
Management through techniques including; BOM, EOQ, Implementation Teams, KPI’s,
Lead times and Visual Controls, etc.
Number of micro-modules: 14
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Number of questions: 40
Approx. duration: 30 minutes

Unit 9: Continuous improvements
This unit assessment covers the competences required for applying continuous
improvement techniques (Kaizen) to your work activities. It assesses planning the
Kaizen process for the agreed work area/activity, including plan, do, check, act, and to
establish quantifiable objectives and targets for the improvement activity. The
assessment activities undertaken will include the identification of all forms of waste,
and problems or conditions within the work area or activity where improvements can
be made. Trainees will be assessed through focus on coordinating and carrying out
improvement activities which would give business benefits such as reduced product
cost, increased capacity and/or flexibility, improved safety, improved regulatory
compliance, improved quality, improved customer service, improvements to working
practices and procedures, reduction in lead time and reduction/elimination of waste.
Number of micro-modules: 9
Number of questions: 28
Approx. duration: 25 minutes

Unit 10: Metrology basics data collection
With this test, the candidate will be assessed on the principles of resource
management and his/her mastering of production quality basics to take part in a Lean
or Total Quality Production Environment. These basics include: process and machine
capability, productivity ratios, sampling, statistical process control, maintenance
related measures, metrology measures basics.
Number of micro-modules: 6
Number of questions: 11
Approx. duration: 7/8 minutes

Overall, 243 questions for a total time of 2 h 45 if you undertake all the assessments.
It is recommended if you need to take all areas of assessment to organize several
sessions to keep the concentration at its best.

D. The results
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When the student has taken the e-test, he/she acquires a score as a percentage and
some recommendations are provided in the event the required level is not achieved.

The user can have access to his/her answers by clicking on « test correction ». They
will be allowed to review all the answers. The question and the possible answers are
displayed at the bottom of the page: if the trainee is wrong, it appears in red, if right,
it appears in green. The answer(s) selected by the user appear(s) as well as the
corrections in green.

If the student clicks on « print results », he/she will get the list of the micro-modules
of the unit with the score per micro-module. This helps to determine the strengths
and weaknesses of the learner in order to suggest a training pathway.
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When the student wishes to move to another unit, he/she can select « menu » and
return to the list of units.

The e-test can be used prior to any specific industry training in order to assess the
level of knowledge of the student with the goal to design a customized pathway,
relevant to the needs of the learner.
The e-test can also be used as a tool to evaluate the level of acquisition of knowledge
after a training. The content is defined according to the topics targeted during the
aforesaid training.
It also means that the e-test can be used before and after the training. In such a
context, the comparison of results will be a good way to determine the effectiveness
of the training.
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II.

Methodology to devise a training pathway from the results of the e-test

From the scores achieved in the testing phase, the training provider will be able to
identify the strength/ability of the student and suggest a customized pathway.
Each set of questions corresponds to a micro-module which is available in the mobile
application and has been devised to provide essential inputs on the topic tackled. By
reading information integrated within the app, the student will deepen his/her level
of knowledge and improve his/her understanding of key concepts. Nevertheless, it has
to be noticed that for an e-test micro-module which results poor, the student may
need to study several micro-modules of the app, taken from different units. Indeed,
the key concepts of a micro-module sometimes need a more systemic understanding
of the system.

To ease the analysis of results, below are some tables comprising the title of each
micro-module of the e-test per unit of learning outcome and the corresponding units
of the mobile app, here can be found the contents to improve the mastering of the
topic.
When the training provider has the result of the trainee, he/she can suggest a list of
micro-modules taken from the app to have him/her improve his/her knowledge. If
he/she considers, it is useful, he can make the trainee take the e-test again in order to
monitor the acquisition of knowledge when all micro-modules allocated have been
studied and if necessary, implement complementary teaching methods or educational
tools according to the topics.
In this respect, FACTORY partners have developed another educational tool which is
an immersive reality educational tool tackling two topics : 5S method and milling
process. The learner, thanks to a helmet (Occulus Go), is put in the position of acting
and implementing the method or the process. This additional tool can be used in the
teaching process either as a teaching tool or also an assessment tool depending on
the position the teacher has chosen for it the the teaching process.
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E-test

Mobile app
Educational contents

U1

Basic concepts

U1

Copyrights

Basic concepts
copyrights

Basic

Data storage

Basic

Data storage

Digital

Digital services

Digital

Digital services

Training

Distance meeting

Training

Distance meeting

Email

Email

Scan and store

Scan and store

Social media

Social media
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E-test

Mobile app
Educational contents

U2

Team building

U2

Team building

Collaborative Problem solving

U2

Problem solving

Work

U9

Task team leading – PDCA- Ishikawa –
Hoshin Kanri – creativity methods

Motivation

U2

Motivation

Management of change

U2

Management of change

Empowerment

U2

Empowerment

Conflict resolution

U2

Conflict resolution

Human

resources U2

Human resources management basics

management
Product life cycle

U2

Product life cycle

Manufacturing processes

U2

Manufacturing processes

Financing

and

costing U2

Financing and costing management

project U2

Corporate project management

management
Corporate
management
Classical

and

communication

corporate U2

Classical

and

corporate

communication
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E-test
U3
Web
and
4.0
technologies
Technologies
Augmented reality

mobile

U3
U8
U3
U9

U8

U2

Virtual reality

U3
U8

U2

Internet of Things

Artificial Intelligence

U3
U2
U8

U3
U3
U2

Big data

U3
U2

Block chain

U3
U8

Robots/Cobots
Predictive
and
maintenance

U2
U3
U2
curative U3

Mobile application
Educational contents
Industry 4.0
Multiple – Implementation teams –
EOQ – Bill of materials
Virtual, augmented and mixed reality
Task team leading – creativity
methods – PDCA – Ishikawa – Hoshin
Kanri – source feedback – relevant
systems – data records –
communicate performance
Resource objectives – Equality,
diversity and inclusion – partners and
sub-contractors – customer value
Human resources management –
manufacturing processes – financing
and costing management
Virtual, augmented and mixed reality
Resource objectives – Equality,
diversity and inclusion – partners and
sub-contractors – customer value
Human resources management –
manufacturing processes – financing
and costing management
IIOT and maintenance
Product life cycle
Resource objectives – Equality,
diversity and inclusion – partners and
sub-contractors – customer value
Predictive and curative maintenance
Artificial Intelligence
Human resources management –
Financing and costing management
Big data and block chain
Financing and costing management –
manufacturing processes
Big data and block chain
Resource objectives – Equality,
diversity and inclusion – partners and
sub-contractors – customer value
Manufacturing processes
Robots/Cobots
Manufacturing processes
IIOT and maintenance
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E-test
U4

Temporal analysis

Systems
Analysis

Logical systems analysis

Functional chain

Production flow chart

Company chart

Mobile app
Educational contents
U4

Temporal analysis

U6

Line
production
production

U7

5S

U8

Visual control

U4

Logical systems analysis

U7

C-lines, lines and cells

U4

Functional chain

U7

Indicators management

U8

Line
production
production

U4

Flow chart

U7

C-lines, lines and cells

U8

Workforce planning – visual control –
value stream mapping – resource
tools

U4

Company chart

U6

Production basics – line production
versus cell production – capacity
adjustment and flexibility

versus

versus

cell

cell
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E-test
U5
Production
Planning

Levels Planning – Planning
Techniques

Levels Planning - Operations
Schedules

Levels Planning - Demands

Inventory Management Inventory types

U5

Mobile app
Educational contents
The administrative process that takes
place within a manufacturing business.

U6

Production Scheduling

U7

Workplace organisation - Ergonomy

U7

Workplace organisation - SS

U7

Workplace organisation - C

U5

Involves establishing both the timing and
use of resources within an organization.

U6

Production Scheduling

U7

Workplace organisation - Ergonomy

U7

Workplace organisation - 5S

U7

Workplace organisation – C Lines

U5

The reconciliation between what the
market requires and what the operations
resources can deliver.

U5

Operational Schedules

U5

Demands

U6

Production Scheduling

U5

Refers to the process of Ordering, Storing
and Using a company’s inventory (stock).

U5

Classifications

U5

BOM
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Inventory Management Classifications

Inventory Management -BOM

Forecasting

Multi Cycle

Capacity
Analysis

Planning

Capacity Planning Bottleneck

-

Load

U5

Inventory items are classified into three
categories by following the ABC
approach which provides.

U5

Inventory Types

U5

BOM

U5

Comprehensive inventory of the
raw materials,
assemblies,
subassemblies, parts and components.

U5

Classifications

U5

Inventory Types

U5

Production, Sales and Order
Forecasting relates to future events but
it is not guessing.

U6

Production Scheduling

U5
U5
U5

Involves establishing both the timing and
use of resources within an organisation.
Forecasting
Load Analysis

U5

Bottlenecks

U6

Production Basics

U5

U6

Allows a business to forward plan their
resources in order to gain an
understanding of future utilisation and
highlight any possible availability
clashes.
Production basics

U7

Organisational Ergonomy

U7

Organisational 5S

U7

Organisational C Lines

U5

The process of reconciling the difference
between the capacity available for the
process and the capacity required to
manage the load.
Production basics

U6
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E-test
U6

Mobile app
Educational contents

Line production versus cell U6
production

Production
Flow

Flexibility

Production basics

Capacity adjustment
flexibility

Production scheduling

versus

cell

U4

Temporal analysis

U5

Planning techniques – operation
schedules – demands, types and
fluctuations – forecasting techniques

U7

SMED – C-lines, lines and cells

U6

Production basics

U4

Company chart

U5

Multi-cycling – Load analysis bottleneck

U7

SMED – C-lines, lines and cells

Management
And

Line
production
production

and U6

Capacity adjustment and flexibility

U4

Company chart

U7

SMED – C-lines, lines and cells

U8

Workforce planning – visual control –
value stream mapping – resource
tools

U6

Production planning methods

U4

Company chart

U7

SMED – C-lines, lines and cells
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E-test
U7
Shopfloor

Mobile app
Educational contents

TPM

U7

TPM – SMED – Ergonomics – 5S – Clines, lines and cells

SMED

U7

SMED – TPM – Ergonomics – 5S – Clines, lines and cells

U6

Production Basics – Scheduling – C
Lines – Capacity Adjustment

Ergonomics

U7

TPM – SMED – Ergonomics – 5S – Clines, lines and cells

5S

U7

TPM – SMED – Ergonomics – 5S – Clines, lines and cells

U4

Temporal analysis

U7

TPM – SMED – Ergonomics – 5S – Clines, lines and cells

U8

Lead time

U6

Production Basics – Scheduling – C
Lines – Capacity Adjustment

U7

Visually communicate expectations,
performance, standards or warnings

U10

Sampling

U4

Functional Chain

U7

Kanban (Visual Signal) & JIT (Just In
Time)

U2

Management of change

U8

Lead time

U10

Sampling

U9

Commonly known as (MRPII) is an
integrated information system used
in manufacturing
Management of change

Organization
Techniques

C-lines, lines and cells

Visual Management

Production Planning
JIT/Kanban

Production Planning General

U2
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Indicators management

Lean

U7

TRS, TRG, Takt time and main product
indicators

U4

Functional Chains

U10

Sampling

leadership U7

Continuous improvement

management
U9

Task team leading – PDCA – Ishikawa
– Hoshin Kanri – creativity methods –
source feedback – relevant systems –
data records – communicate
performance
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E-test
U8

Workforce planning

Mobile app
Educational contents
U8

Workforce planning – Visual control
– value stream mapping – resource
tools – lead time – key performance
indicators

U2

Team building – Human resources

Resources
Management

management

Visual control

Value Stream mapping

Resource tools

Lead time

U4

Flowchart

U6

Line and cells

U8

Workforce planning – Visual control
– value stream mapping – resource
tools – lead time – key performance
indicators

U4

Temporal analysis – Functional
Chain - Flowchart

U6

Line and cells

U8

Workforce planning – Visual control
– value stream mapping – resource
tools – lead time – key performance
indicators

U6

Line and cells

U4

Flowchart

U8

Workforce planning – Visual control
– value stream mapping – resource
tools – lead time – key performance
indicators

U4

Flowchart

U5

Bottleneck

U6

Line and cells

U8

Workforce planning – Visual control
– value stream mapping – resource
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tools – lead time – key performance
indicators
U5

Bottleneck

U7

C-Lines – production Planning JIT

U8

Workforce planning – Visual control
– value stream mapping – resource
tools – lead time – key performance
indicators

U5

Bottleneck

U8

Visual Tools – Workforce planning –
Visual controls – Value Streams –
Resource tools – Lead times

Supply Chain - Multiple

U6

Visual Tools

Implementation teams

U8

Implementation teams

EOQ

U9

Economics Order Quantity

Bill of materials

U8

Kits/Bill of materials

U5

Bill of materials

U8

Resource objectives (cash flow)

Key performance indicators

Resource objectives
Equality,
inclusion
Partners
contractors

diversity

and U8

Partners EDI policy

and

sub- U8

Partners/sub-contractors

Economics – customer value

U8

Customer value
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E-test
U9

Task team leading

Continuous
Improvement

Plan Do Check Act - PDCA

Ishikawa “fishbone”

Hoshin Kanri

Creativity methods

Mobile app
Educational contents
U9

Task team leading – PDCA – Ishikawa
– Hoshin Kanri – creativity methods

U2

Problem solving

U3

Technologies VR AR

U7

Lean leadership management

U9

Task team leading – PDCA – Ishikawa
– Hoshin Kanri – creativity methods

U2

Problem solving

U3

Technologies VR AR

U7

Lean leadership management

U9

Task team leading – PDCA – Ishikawa
– Hoshin Kanri – creativity methods

U2

Problem solving

U3

Technologies VR AR

U7

Lean leadership management

U9

Task team leading – PDCA – Ishikawa
– Hoshin Kanri – creativity methods

U2

Problem solving

U3

Technologies VR AR

U7

Lean leadership management

U9

Task team leading – PDCA – Ishikawa
– Hoshin Kanri – creativity methods

U2

Problem solving
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Source feedback

Relevant systems

Data records

Communicate performance

U3

Technologies VR AR

U7

Lean leadership management

U9

Source feedback – report on relevant
systems – fill and check relevant data
records – communicate performance

U3

Technologies VR AR

U7

Lean leadership management

U9

Source feedback – report on
relevant systems – fill and check
relevant data records – communicate
performance

U7

Lean leadership management

U3

Technologies VR AR

U9

Source feedback – report on
relevant systems – fill and check
relevant data records – communicate
performance

U7

Lean leadership management

U3

Technologies VR AR

U9

Source feedback – report on
relevant systems – fill and check
relevant data records – communicate
performance

U7

Lean leadership management

U3

Technologies VR AR
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E-test

Mobile app
Educational contents

U10

Statistical process control

Metrology

Process

and

U10

machine U10

Statistical process control
Process and machine capability

capability
Basics
Data

Productivity ratios

Collection
Sampling
Maintenance

U10

Productivity ratios basics

U7

Indicators management – Production
planning

U10

Sampling basics

related U10

measures
Metrology measures basics

Basics

maintenance

related

measures indicators
U10

Metrology measures basics
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